Spanish
Weeks 11-15 : May 25-June 26
¡Hola! We hope you are all doing well and staying safe! We miss you! Based on some of the
activities you have liked or requested on the April 6th check-in, we have put together a choice
board of a variety of activities you can do to keep practicing your Spanish!
You get to pick your activities - you just should do however many it takes you to add the points
up to a total of 6 points per week. Point values are stated at the top of each column. Click on the
links in each box for the resources or more details. When you have completed an activity, add it
to your Learning log on Google classroom (see next page for example).
The activities in the choice board are the same for all levels. Obviously if you are a Spanish 8
student you may only understand some key words or be able to respond in a short sentence. If
you are a Spanish 3 student you will be able to do and say more. That’s perfectly ok because we
can all grow no matter what level of Spanish we are at. Focus on improving - no matter where
you are!

Spanish Choice Board link: https://bit.ly/2Wx7Plu

At-Home Spanish Learning Log
(we will re-post this on Classroom each week)

In order to maintain or improve your Spanish while we are working from home, fill out this learning log each
week and turn it in via the assignment in Google Classroom. A new copy will be posted each week, and the
choice board options will vary slightly. We learn Spanish best by reading and listening, so the majority of the
chosen activities are based on those two skills. A good goal is to earn 6+ points per week.
Your name:
Point Value

Class period:
Date
completed

Time Spent

Activity
(A2, B4,
etc.)

Reflection (2-3 sentences) and documentation of
your work

